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Profile of Kiwa Technology
Kiwa Technology takes care of a safe, sustainable and reliable Energy & Water Supply.

Servicing our customers with relevant insights and information, based on Kiwa’s 
decades of know-how & expertise is the base for both proven and new future proof 
solutions. 

Quality Assessments of your products, processes, organization and people in 
combination with consultancy regarding Energy & Water solutions about supply, 
systems, storage and infrastructure of Energy & Water. This is who we are, and what 
we do in partnership and cooperation with our customers.
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Areas of expertise
 } Asset Management
 } Development of Gas Appliances
 } Energy Systems & Storage
 } Failure Analysis 
 } Gas Measurement
 } Gas Technology
 } Gas Quality
 } Heat & Cold Infrastructure

 } Hydrogen
 } Industrial Safety
 } Liquid Gasses
 } Material Research
 } Safety Gas Distribution
 } Safety Gas Installations
 } Water Systems
 } ... and others
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Wish / Demand

 } Is my material or product suitable for the 
application I have in mind?

 } Which material or product is most suitable 
for an application?

 } I would like to draft a product specification. 
How can Kiwa support me?

 }  What does the market look like for the 
product I have in mind?

 }  I would like to have my product tested.

We offer

 } Market research
 } Market introduction support
 } Advice during product development
 } Design and material selection
 } Chemical, physical and mechanical tests
 } Testing of prototypes
 } Development of test methods.

Wish / Demand

 } What energy system should be the best (energy options?
 } Which pipe diameters are needed for the (bio) gas 
network being designed?

 } What impact does a planned network extension have?
 } Which standard or regulation applies to the network 
design or installation?

 } What are the risks of different alternatives and how  
do I control these risks? 

 } How do I secure quality during installation and operation?

Wish / Demand

 } How is the quality of the installation assured?
 } How can I be supported in my project by external 
experts?

 } Who is performing the independent quality 
controls upon installation?

 } How can I make sure that the installation is 
executed according to the specifications? 

 } How can I start operating the new installation 
without having to worry about something?

Wish / Demand

 } How do I make my network ‘smart’, safe, sustainable, efficient?
 } What does the optimum replacement strategy look like?
 } How reliable is my pipeline network or installation?
 } How can I improve my processes and organisation?
 } What is the cause of damage or an incident?
 } Which inspection technique is most effective?
 } Which maintenance strategy can I best apply?
 } How do I implement (Risk Based) Asset Management?
 } Which new inspection and repair techniques are now available?
 } How much green gas or hydrogen can I feed into my network?
 } What influence does my gas or liquid have on my pipeline 
system?

We offer

 } Network dimensioning
 } Risk analysis
 } Engineering
 } IRENE Pro & IRENE Energy
 } Impact analyses
 } Advice on standards and 
regulations

 } Second opinion network or  
installation design

 } Feasibility studies.

We offer

 } Quality assessment
 } Quality assurance
 } Instruction and training
 } Supervision
 } Project management
 } Commissioning
 } Advice upon installation and operation.

We offer

 } Damage and incident analysis
 } Calamity exercises
 } Consultancy asset management
 } Consultancy safety
 } Consultancy gas distribution technology
 } Gas network analyses (IRENE Pro)
 } Benchmarking and determination of ‘best 
practices’

 } Innovative techniques
 } Advice on feeding in issues
 } Determination of residual lifetime.

The availability of energy and water 
will become increasingly important 
in the near future. The production 
of (sustainable) energy & water is 
already a worldwide challenge, as is 
the subsequent delivery to the end 
user. The security of the (sustainable) 
supply of energy & water and of 
other gases or liquids through pipes 
can only be guaranteed if the sustai-
nability, safety and integrity of the 
distribution networks are secured.

A selection of the questions which 
need to be answered are: “When must 
I replace a pipeline network?”, “Which 
materials can I use best and what is the 
quality in relation to its application?”, 
“How do I assure the quality and safety 
of a network upon installation?”, “What 
can Asset Management mean for my 
organization?” and “How do I determine 
the cause of a network disruption or 
damage and how do I prevent this in the 
future?”.

If you are searching for the answer to 
one or more of these types of ques-
tions, then Kiwa Technology is your 
partner.  We are a group of experienced 
professionals who create value for the 
operators of infrastructural networks 
and installations in the gas, water and 
heat sector, amongst others, and for 
their suppliers and regulators.  We do 
this using the powerful combination of 
our technical and business knowhow re-
garding the installation and operation of 
these networks and installations and our 
knowledge regarding the materials and 
products applied herein.  Furthermore, 
we offer the unique added value that we 
can back up our advice and innovative 
solutions with research and tests which 
we perform in our own modern and fully 
equipped laboratories. 

With this way of working we have built 
relationships with our national and inter-
national customers for decades. These 
relations are based upon professionality, 
durability, independence and trust.


